Restylane Lipp

TM

Look good and feel
great with lips you’ll
absolutely love

Whether you’re concerned by thin-looking lips, or you would just like to add a
touch of fullness to create shapely, sensual lips, or even a pretty cupid’s bow, then
Restylane Lipp is the lip treatment you simply cannot do without
TM

With Restylane LippTM you can have the lips
you’ve always desired

A lip enhancement treatment you can trust

“I’ve had lip enhancement before – what’s
different about Restylane LippTM?”

Restylane LippTM is a safe and natural way to have the lips
you’ve always wanted. And while Restylane Lipp gives
your lips a sensational new look, your sensational new
lips will give you a special kind of confidence.

Like all Restylane® products, Restylane Lipp is derived
entirely from a non-animal source. With a proven track
record since 1996 of more than 9 million treatments
worldwide, Restylane is the most tried and tested lip
enhancement treatment in its class.

Restylane Lipp has been specially designed for lip
enhancement. With its outstanding performance, proven
safety and long-lasting treatment results, Restylane Lipp
is the obvious choice for beautiful lips – lips that look
naturally full but never ‘done’.

Best of all, Restylane Lipp is long lasting but not
permanent. So you always remain in control of the way
you look.
You can also wear lustrous lip-gloss and lipstick to
accentuate your new lips, or you can simply let their
natural beauty shine through.
Either way, with Restylane Lipp, you’ll look good and feel
great with lips you absolutely love.

Before

Restylane LippTM enhances lips naturally

Restylane Lipp is a pure form of hyaluronic acid (HA): a
naturally occurring substance that binds water to give
lips their shape and fullness. As we age, however, our
natural HA loses its efficiency at binding water.
When injected into the lips, Restylane Lipp simply boosts
the skin’s hydration system to lift and smooth away fine
lines, creating a natural fullness that’s soft to touch.

After

Adding natural fullness to create pretty, shapely lips

For the lips you’ve always desired, always ask for
Restylane Lipp by name.

Visit www.restylane.co.uk
or call 0800 015 5548 for more information
about Restylane Lipp and details of
Restylane-trained medical aesthetics
practitioners in your local area.
Before

Creating sculpted lips by enhancing the vermillion border

After

Improving lip shape and definition, correcting smoker’s bleed lines

Some top tips for treatment success with
Restylane LippTM
• Call the Restylane Helpline on 0800 015 5548 to
find a Restylane Lipp-trained medical aesthetics
practitioner in your area
• During your pre-treatment consultation discuss your
reasons for seeking treatment, your expectations and
how you would like your lips to look
• Discuss any concerns you have about the treatment
procedure and pain relief with the practitioner
• Consider a cautious approach to lip enhancement –
you can gradually build the effect you wish to achieve
with subsequent top-up treatments. Less is more
• Remember that your lips should look balanced and in
proportion to each other

Before

After

Enhancing what you already have to create the beautiful, fuller,
natural-looking lips you have always wanted
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Remember to ask for
Restylane LippTM by name

